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PackagesPackages

►In order for the eCos component framework 
to make use of packages, the package must 
follow rules imposed by the framework.

►A CDL script file is included with each 
package ,which describes the package to 
the component framework.



PackagesPackages

►All packages in the eCos repository are 
located under the packages subdirectory 
under the root eCos development kit install 
directory; in our case, D:\ ecos. （in my 
case, C:\cygwin\opt\ecos\ecos-2.0）
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PackagesPackages

► As we see in Figure 11.1, the root of the typical 
package directory is the version. The actual 
name of this subdirectory depends on the 
repository version installed. 

►Having multiple versions for each package allows 
you to experiment with new versions while 
maintaining a working version for a particular 
package. If the new, experimental version of the 
package does not work in your application, you 
can always revert to a previous version.



PackagesPackages

►Each package contains a file under the 
version subdirectory called ChangeLog. The
eCos source code repository maintainers 
use these files to track the changes for each 
of the different files within a package.



PackagesPackages
ChangeLog

1 2001-09-27 Jonathan Larmour <jifl@ecoscentric.com>
2
3 * src/plf_misc.c (hal_platform_init):
4 If not RAM startup, install exception VSRs.
5
6 2000-04-21 Bart Veer <bartv@ecoscentric.com>
7
8 * pkgconf/rules.mak:
9 Fix header file dependencies for testcases.

Code Listing 11.1 Example ChangeLog entries.



PackagesPackages
ChangeLog

►► In Code Listing 11.1, lines 1 and 6 contain the date the In Code Listing 11.1, lines 1 and 6 contain the date the 
changes were made, the developerschanges were made, the developers who made the who made the 
changes, and the developerschanges, and the developers’’ email addresses. email addresses. 

►► Each change is designated with anEach change is designated with an asterisk (*) as shown asterisk (*) as shown 
on lines 3 and 8. After the asterisks are the files that were on lines 3 and 8. After the asterisks are the files that were 
altered and theiraltered and their directory location within the package.directory location within the package.

►► Sometimes the routine modified is also entered as we seeSometimes the routine modified is also entered as we see
on line 3, in which case the routine on line 3, in which case the routine hal_platform_inithal_platform_init was was 
modified. modified. 

►► Lines 4 and 9Lines 4 and 9 describe the changes made.describe the changes made.



PackagesPackages

►► Under the version root is the Under the version root is the cdlcdl subdirectory. This subdirectory. This 
subdirectory must be included withinsubdirectory must be included within a package. a package. 
This contains at least one CDL script file that This contains at least one CDL script file that 
defines the package.defines the package.

►Next is the include subdirectory, which contains 
public header files for the package.

► The src subdirectory contains the source files for 
the package. This subdirectory must be included 
within a package. The source files might include .c 
C language files, .cxx C++ language files, and .S 
assembly language files.



PackagesPackages

► Finally is the tests subdirectory. This subdirectory 
contains any test files relevant for the package.

►Other subdirectories that are often included under 
certain packages are doc, which contains 
documentation for the package, and misc, which 
contains other files specific to the packagesuch as 
RedBoot configuration import files for various 
startup types.
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pkgconf—includes RAM, ROM, and floppy disk memory configuration 
files.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
► The CDL syntax implements a command hierarchy. This 

allows options to be controlled as a group; therefore, 
disabling a single component disables all options within the 
component as well. 

► The hierarchy also enables a simpler representation in the 
Configuration Tool for navigation and modification of 
options.

► Each package has a single top-level CDL script file. The 
first command in the top-level script should be 
cdl_package.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
► There are four CDL commands used in script files:

• cdl_package—This is the top level of the CDL script
file. 

• cdl_component—A configuration option that might contain 
additional options or subcomponents within its body. 

• cdl_option—The basic unit of configurability that generally 
contains a single choice. The body of the option command contains 
properties that describe and define the characteristics of the option. 
There might also be information to aid in your decision, such as a 
text description of the option.

• cdl_interface—A calculated configuration option that provides 
an abstraction mechanism. The body of the interface command 
might contain a subset of the option properties.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
1 cdl_package PACKAGE_NAME {
2 <package properties and commands>
3 cdl_component COMPONENT_NAME {
4 <component properties and commands>
5 }
6 cdl_option OPTION_NAME {
7 <option properties and commands>
8 }
9 }

Code Listing 11.2 Basic CDL command structure example.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)

►► NameName
Command Command cdl_interfacecdl_interface ---- Define an interface, functionality that can be Define an interface, functionality that can be 

provided by a number of different implementations.provided by a number of different implementations.

►► Example Example 
cdl_interfacecdl_interface CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER {CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER {

display "Number of schedulers in this configuration" display "Number of schedulers in this configuration" 
requires 1 == CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER } requires 1 == CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER } 

►► requires CYGSEM_KERNEL_SCHED_MLQUEUE || requires CYGSEM_KERNEL_SCHED_MLQUEUE || 
CYGSEM_KERNEL_SCHED_BITMAPCYGSEM_KERNEL_SCHED_BITMAP

►► requires CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER requires CYGINT_KERNEL_SCHEDULER 



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
► Typically, the component framework outputs a #define for 

every active and enabled option, using the command name 
as the symbol being defined. For example, enabling the 
option command named:

CYGIMP_KERNEL_INTERRUPTS_DSRS

which is located within the eCos Kernel package, in the 
Kernel Interrupt Handling component causes

#define CYGIMP_KERNEL_INTERRUPTS_DSRS 1

to be placed in the designated kernel package header file.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
►Command names in the eCos component 

repository follow a naming convention to 
avoid name clashes with other packages. An 
example of a package name is 
CYGPKG_HAL_I386_PC.

►The first three characters of the name 
identify the organization that produced the 
package; in this case, CYG is for Cygnus 
Solutions.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL) CYGPKG_HAL_I386_PC

► The next three characters indicate the nature of 
the option; in this case, PKG is used to indicate 
this is a package.

► The HAL portion of the name indicates the location 
of the option within the overall hierarchy; in this 
case, we see that this is a HAL package.

► I386_PC, indicates the option itself. This is for the 
i386 architecture PC platform package.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
►Code Listing 11.3 shows an excerpt from 

the i386 PC HAL package. The script file for 
this listing is hal_i386_pc.cdl located under 
the hal\i386\pc\current\cdl directory.



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
1 cdl_package CYGPKG_HAL_I386_PC {
2 display "i386 PC Target"
3 parent CYGPKG_HAL_I386
4 define_header hal_i386_pc.h
5 include_dir cyg/hal
6 description "
7 The i386 PC Target HAL package provides
8 the support needed to run eCos binaries
9 on an i386 PC."
10
11 compile hal_diag.c plf_misc.c plf_stub.c
12
13 implements CYGINT_HAL_DEBUG_GDB_STUBS
14 implements CYGINT_HAL_DEBUG_GDB_STUBS_BREAK
15 implements CYGINT_HAL_VIRTUAL_VECTOR_SUPPORT
16



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)
17 cdl_component CYG_HAL_STARTUP {
18 display "Startup type"
19 flavor data
20 legal_values {"RAM" "FLOPPY" "ROM"}
21 default_value {"RAM"}
22 no_define
23 define -file system.h CYG_HAL_STARTUP
24 description “…..”
36 }



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)►► Name Name 
Property defineProperty define ---- Specify additional #define symbols that should Specify additional #define symbols that should 
go into the owning package's configuration header file. go into the owning package's configuration header file. 

►► SynopsisSynopsis
cdl_optioncdl_option <name> { <name> { 
define [define [--file=<filename>] [file=<filename>] [--format=<format>] <symbol> format=<format>] <symbol> ……
} } 

►► DescriptionDescription
Normally the configuration system generates a single #define forNormally the configuration system generates a single #define for
each option that is active and enabledeach option that is active and enabled, with the defined symbol , with the defined symbol 
being the name of the option. These #being the name of the option. These #define'sdefine's go to the package's go to the package's 
own configuration header file, for example hal_i386_pc.h for kerown configuration header file, for example hal_i386_pc.h for kernel nel 
configuration options. For the majority of options this is sufficonfiguration options. For the majority of options this is sufficient. cient. 
Sometimes it is useful to have more control over which #Sometimes it is useful to have more control over which #define'sdefine's
get generated.get generated.

The default #define can be suppressed if desired using The default #define can be suppressed if desired using 
the the no_defineno_define property. This is useful if the symbol property. This is useful if the symbol 
should only be defined in should only be defined in pkgconf/system.hpkgconf/system.h and not in and not in 
the package's own configuration header file. the package's own configuration header file. 



The Component Definition Language 
Overview

(CDL)37
38 cdl_option CYGSEM_HAL_I386_PC_DIAG_SCREEN {
39 display "Output to PC screen"
40 flavor bool
41 default_value 1
42 implements CYGINT_HAL_I386_PCMB_SCREEN_SUPPORT

43 description "
44 This option enables use of the PC screen
45 and keyboard as a third virtual serial
46 device."
47 }
48 }
Code Listing 11.3 Example CDL script file from i386 PC HAL 

package.
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configuration Window



The Configuration Tool
Conflicts Window

► The Conflicts window, shown in Figure 11.3, 
displays any problems that arise during 
modification, installation, or removal of 
configuration items. 

► A conflict occurs when requirements are not met 
between configuration items that are defined in 
the CDL.

►►Properties WindowProperties Window
►►Short Description WindowShort Description Window
►►Output WindowOutput Window
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The Configuration Tool
conflicts

When the conflict option Automatically Suggest Fix is selected, a dialog 
box is displayed when a conflict arises by the Configuration Tool.
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The Configuration Tool
configuration file

►Configuration files have a .ecc extension, 
which stands for eCos Configuration. The 
saved configuration file contains all of the 
packages loaded, template used, option 
settings, and description information.

►The configuration files can be viewed using 
any text editor.



The Configuration Tool
configuration file

► Code Listing 11.4 shows a portion of a saved configuration 
file for the i386 PC target using the Net template.

1 cdl_configuration eCos {
2 description "" ;
3[注] The #character is used for comments in CDL files.
4 # These fields should not be modified.
5 hardware pc ;
6 template net ;
7 package -hardware CYGPKG_HAL_I386 current ;
8 package -hardware CYGPKG_HAL_I386_GENERIC current ;

9 package -hardware CYGPKG_HAL_I386_PC current ;
10 package -hardware CYGPKG_HAL_I386_PCMB current ;



The Configuration Tool
configuration file

14 package -template CYGPKG_HAL current ;
15 package -template CYGPKG_IO current ;
16 package -template CYGPKG_IO_SERIAL current ;
……….
24 };
28 cdl_option CYGNUM_HAL_COMMON_INTERRUPTS_STACK_SIZE {
29 # Flavor: data
30 user_value 4096
31 # value_source user
32 # Default value: CYGPKG_KERNEL ? 4096 : 32768
33 # CYGPKG_KERNEL (unknown) == 0
34 # --> 32768
35 # Legal values: 1024 to 1048576
36 };
Code Listing 11.4 Example of a saved .ecc configuration file for i386 

target.



The Configuration Tool
configuration file

►An eCos Minimal Configuration, with a .ecm
ending, includes packages and configuration 
option value settings for a specific 
configuration.

►The export feature, located under File –> 
Export, saves a configuration to a .ecm file. 
This is useful if you need to replicate the 
exact configuration settings on another host 
system.



The Configuration Tool
configuration file

► Code Listing 11.5 shows a portion of an exported .ecm file. 
Exported minimal configuration files can also be viewed 
with a text editor.

1 cdl_option CYGNUM_HAL_VIRTUAL_VECTOR_CONSOLE_CHANNEL_BAUD {

2 user_value 57600
3 };
4
5 cdl_option CYGNUM_HAL_VIRTUAL_VECTOR_DEBUG_CHANNEL {

6 user_value 1
7 };
Code Listing 11.5 Example of an exported .ecm file.



The Configuration Tool
configuration file

► Exported minimal configuration files, which also 
use the CDL, are similar to the saved configuration 
files. 

►However, the Configuration Tool does not insert 
comment lines as it does in the saved 
configuration files. The exported minimal 
configuration file contains only the differences 
from the standard configuration settings. (只有記
錄和default不同的地方)
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The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

►version 1.3.net of the Configuration Tool 
includes the Memory Layout Tool, which is 
not present in version 2.11. Version 1.3.net 
of the Configuration Tool is located under 
the D:\ecos\bin directory in the file 
Configtool13net.exe, which we installed The 
Configuration Tool 257 in Chapter 10.

►(version 2.11沒有Memory Layout工具， 1.3.net 
Configuration Tool才有)
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The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

► Each platform includes RAM and ROM memory 
layout files that are used by the Configuration Tool 
based on the Startup Type configuration option 
selection.

► Some platforms also contain ROMRAM memory 
layout files for applications that start in ROM but 
are copied to RAM for execution. For each Startup 
Type supported by the platform, there are three 
different memory layout files.



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

►We can see in Figure 11.4 that the 
reserved_vectors section in the ram region has a 
size of 3000 bytes, while the text section in the 
rom region is aligned on a 4-byte boundary.

►好像有錯，300應是16進位也就是768bytes.



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

► The first type of memory layout file contains a .h
extension, which contains C macro definitions of 
the memory region. The .ldi files are linker script 
files that define region and section locations. 
Finally, the .mlt files contain the description of the 
memory layout for use by the MLT.

► Code Listing 11.6 contains a fragment of the linker 
script file, mlt_powerpc_mbx_rom.ldi, for the 
Motorola PowerPC MBX860 platform with ROM 
Startup Type. This .ldi file is generated based on 
the memory layout configured in Figure 11.4.



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

1 MEMORY
2 {
3 ram : ORIGIN = 0, LENGTH = 0x400000
4 rom : ORIGIN = 0xfe000000, LENGTH = 0x800000
5 }
6
7 SECTIONS
8 {
9 SECTIONS_BEGIN
10 SECTION_vectors (rom, 0xfe000000, LMA_EQ_VMA)
11 SECTION_text (rom, ALIGN (0x4), LMA_EQ_VMA)
12 SECTION_fini (rom, ALIGN (0x4), LMA_EQ_VMA)
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 SECTIONS_END
17 }
Code Listing 11.6 Linker script fragment for Motorola PowerPC MBX860 platform with ROM 

Startup Type.



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

►► 在在sectionsection上點兩下可叫出的上點兩下可叫出的dialog box.dialog box.
►► 因為他因為他align=1align=1所以在所以在Memory Layout windows上沒有顯示
出來
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Memory Layout



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

►When we save our configuration, the 
Configuration Tool generates the memory 
layout header file, mlt_powerpc_mbx_rom.h, 
automatically.

1 #define CYGMEM_SECTION_kfm1 (CYG_LABEL_NAME (__kfm1))
2 #define CYGMEM_SECTION_kfm1_SIZE (0x128)

On Line 2,the size for our new section is defined; in this case,
the size is 296 (128 in hexadecimal) bytes.



The Configuration Tool
Memory Layout

Code Listing 11.8 shows the example code we implement in our application to access our
user-defined section kfm1.
1 #include <pkgconf/system.h>
2 #include <pkgconf/mlt_powerpc_mbx_rom.h>
3
4 //
5 // Main starting point for the application.
6 //
7 void cyg_user_start( void )
8 {
9 // Use the memory section as an integer array.
10 char *user_section = (char *)CYGMEM_SECTION_kfm1;
11 unsigned char user_sect_size = CYGMEM_SECTION_kfm1_SIZE;
12 unsigned int index;
13
14 // Initialize each element in the kfm1 section of memory.
15 for ( index = 0; index < user_sect_size; index++ )
16 user_section[ index ] = 0;
17 }

使用者設定的名稱

使用者設定的size

把suer那段memory
清空

user2
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